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Why Now?

The annual school budget (currently ~$26 million) contains a $400,000 
“local share” of our capital debt service dedicated to capital work in the 
district

This number has been stable for the last ten years, and the goal is to keep 
it stable into the future

By keeping this budget line exactly where it is, the district can take 
advantage of New York State’s capital aid to do regular buildings and 
grounds work without impacting local taxes



Why Now?

Dropoff in local share for the 2024-25 
school year presents the opportunity 
for new borrowing (state pays 81.5%)



Why Now?

Local share into the future if this 
project moves forward

2025-2032



Why Now?

If project moves forward

2025-26: invest capital reserve, 
initiate borrowing, state aid begins 
2025-26, $400,000 local share

From 2027-2032:

Principal and Interest $1.52 million 
annually

State Aid $1.196 million annually

Local share $400,000 (includes 
share of older bonds as well)



How We Control This

Planning for all future projects is done using this model

By maintaining a strong credit rating and making systematic use of a 
capital reserve, we can negotiate our borrowing to make sure this number 
stays consistent

As years go by, we work with our financial planners to manage debt with 
an eye on keeping the local share stable and creating more opportunities 
for future capital work

If we do NOT take advantage of this opportunity, the budget line becomes 
subject to ups and downs in years when more extensive capital work is or 
isn’t necessary (or wanted)



How We Control This

Specifically for this project:



Choosing the Scope of a Project

Like all school districts, we are required to do a Building Condition Survey 
(BCS) on a five-year cycle

The BCS identifies in detail all the potential items that need work or are 
getting to the end of their expected useful life

In addition, as we begin planning for larger projects on this regular 
timeline, we consider items that we might like to add on top of necessary 
replacement/maintenance

Safety and Compliance items always take precedence in a project scope



2022 Priority Items

Top Three Priorities this time around:

1. Transportation Facility– has finally become too outdated and a 
constant need for maintenance attention; Board of Education decided 
in October 2021 to seek a new facility

2. Flood Mitigation in Interlaken– two recent major flood events have 
highlighted the need to redirect drainage away from the building

3. Attention to secure entryways– community feedback has strongly 
urged more security at our main entrances in each building



2022 Other Items

From the BCS identified needs:

1. Relocate our receiving area in Ovid (currently happens at the bus 
garage)

2. Expanded sidewalk access around the Elementary School

3. Other minor maintenance items in both buildings, including for 
windows, floors, and MSHS historic front entrance









Three “Points of Interest” where water 
collects and infiltrates the building during 
heavy rain events



If Vote Passes, Project Timeline



If Vote Passes, Project Timeline



2022-25 Parallel Projects 
(State and Federal Funding)

In addition to this proposed project, the district has received federal 
funding to devote to air quality work:

1. Upgrades to HVAC in Interlaken will take place over the next two 
years, completely unrelated to the project up for vote in December

2. Similar upgrades to HVAC in Ovid will be supplemented by NYSERDA 
grants– again, unrelated to the project up for vote

These are unusual funding sources, and the district is taking advantage of 
them in this “one-time-only” opportunity. There is no impact to the taxpayer 
as we use this funding.


